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History and Historical Context 

 
Locality history



The shop at 150 Lygon streets appears to date to the late Victorian era, when this section of Lygon street was developed 
as a commercial shopping strip servicing the needs of locals (Context 2008:42). 



The neighbourhood at the southern end of Lygon Street, just north of Brunswick Road, was increasingly consolidated by 
the turn of the century. Alongside small residences were a diverse array of small shops that serviced the needs of local 
residents, including greengrocers, dressmakers, bootmakers, pastrycooks and manufacturers. A bank, a post office and a 
register of births and deaths were also there by the early 1900s.



In the meantime, development of the remainder of Lygon Street had been localised and sporadic. Large tracts of land 
remained vacant at its northern end, between Victoria and Edward Streets, and development was less concentrated than 
the southern end of the street. Pockets of development, however, echoed the neighbourhood that had emerged at the 
Brunswick Road end, most notably towards the middle of Lygon Street, between Victoria and Albert streets (Context 
2008:3).



Shopping is a necessary part of the daily life of a community and shops give their customers a sense of continuity and 
tradition. They are a very visual attribute of Moreland's streetscapes, particularly the major thoroughfares of Sydney 
Road and Lygon Street (SoS, Commercial streetscapes, Summerton, Thematic History 2009:9).



Place history



The address at 150 Lygon Street first appears occupied in the Sands & McDougal municipal directory in 1893, when 
its first occupant is J. Brown, a plumber. In 1895, John Laity occupied the site, and by 1900 Mrs Catherin Fleming, shirt 
maker, was the occupant (Municipal Directories).



Sources



Context, Lygon Street Heritage Study Stage 1, 2008.



Sands & McDougal Municipal Directory



Summerton, City of Moreland Thematic History, 2009.

Description 

 
Physical Description 

 
The building at 150 Lygon Street, Brunswick East, is a two-storey Victorian commercial building of c1893 with a terrace 
form, which is distinguished by the survival of a decorative timber-framed shopfront. The walls are constructed of red 
brick, which is finished with cement render to the facade. The gabled roof, clad in corrugated metal, is largely hidden 
from the street by a front parapet which steps down at the sides. There are two red brick chimneys with corbelled tops on 
the side elevations. 



The upper floor of the facade is framed by moulded cornices at the top and bottom, and simplified pilaster-like details at 
either side which have vermiculated blocks where they intersect the cornices. The two symmetrically placed windows 
have segmentally arched heads with a small render keystone decorated with vermiculating. The windows are one-over-
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one double-hung sashes.



The ground-floor shopfront has a recessed entry on the south side which is splayed adjacent to the shop window. The 
entry retains a lining-board ceiling. The shopfront is distinguished by the retention of rare 19th-century decorative timber 
surrounds to the shop windows and doorway. The most intact area is above the entry, with a beautifully carved arched 
highlight window surround featuring twisted colonettes with Composite capitals, a keystone with a turned pendant, and 
floral reliefs in the spandrels. The same spandrels are found to the wide front shopwindow and the small window facing 
the entry. These two windows also retain timber frames and deep window sills, but they have lost their colonettes 
(replaced with simple metal framing). The main window (facing the street) has also had the centre two-thirds of the upper 
frame replaced - once there would have been the spandrels dividing two (possibly three) arches here.



Unsympathetic alterations include the removal of the cement render from most of the shopfront at the ground floor, 
stripping of all paint from the timber shop window, and removal of cast details from the front parapet. The current double 
front glazed doors are also later, but sympathetic. The ground-floor verandah, with chamfered timber posts and a convex 
roof, is also a sympathetic reconstruction.



Integrity: The building overall retains a good degree of integrity, the timber shopfront is partially intact 



Condition: The building is in good condition, as are the timber shopfronts. 


Recommended Management 

 
Conservation Guidelines (General):



Please refer to Local Heritage Policy Cl.22.13 in the Moreland City Council Planning Scheme for the heritage 
management guidelines for this place. 


Comparative Analysis 

 
Intact Victorian shopfronts are rare in metropolitan Melbourne, many of them having been replaced in the interwar period 
or later. Original shopfronts of the 19th century were timber framed, with smaller panes of glass than those used today. 
Most of the timber frames were quite simple, using deep timber mouldings and profiles (the lambs-tongue, for example, 
was popular for mullions).



Along Lygon Street, between Brunswick Road and Albion Street, only five 19th-century shopfronts were identified, none 
of them fully intact. There are likely to be several more on Sydney Road, but these could not be identified from the 
HERMES database. Those on Lygon Street include number 117, 178 and two in the 132-140 terrace, all of which are 
very simple and rectilinear in design without decorative flourishes. The fifth, at 150 Lygon Street, has a similar level of 
intactness as the other, but is completely different in having a complex design of fine wood carving. While not intact, the 
panel above the front door, with its barley twist columns, gives a clear indication of how this shopfront could be restored 
in the future if desired.



Outside of the City of Moreland, there is a very similar shopfront at 304 Racecourse Road, Flemington (City of Moonee 
Valley, part of HOxx). This rendered, two-storey Victorian commercial building has a more elaborately decorated facade 
and a small tower behind the parapet. The shop window retains three arches with floral carving in the spandrels and 
barley-twist colonettes. The doorways, to the shop and upstairs, however, do not have similar carvings as are seen at 150 
Lygon Street.
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Statement of Significance 

 
What is significant?



The commercial building at 150 Lygon Street, Brunswick East, to the extent of its 19th-century fabric. This two-storey 
Victorian building of c1893 has brick walls, with render to the facade. Cement render ornamentation to the upper floor 
includes vermiculated window keystones and vermiculated blocks intersecting with the cornices terminating each floor 
and simple pilasters. The ground floor retains a partially intact 19th-century timber shopfront with decorative carving 
including barley twist colonettes and floral reliefs in the spandrels of the arched windows. The building is in good 
condition.



How is it significant?



150 Lygon Street, Brunswick East, is of local architectural and historical significance to the City of Moreland.



Why is it significant?



Architecturally, for its rare surviving 19th-century shopfront, made all the more valuable by the very unusual and high 
quality carved detail to the timber elements. (Criteria B & F)



Historically, as a tangible reminder of the commercial shopping strip at the southern end of Lygon Street in the late 19th 
century, to serve the needs of locals. (Criterion A)

Assessment Against Criteria 

 
This place was assessed in accordance with the processes and guidelines outlined in the Australia ICOMOS Charter for 
Places of Cultural Heritage Significance (The Burra Charter) 1999, using the Hercon criteria. 


Recommendations 2012 

 

No

No

No 

No 

No

-

-

External Paint Controls

Internal Alteration Controls

Tree Controls

Fences & Outbuildings

Prohibited Uses May Be Permitted

Incorporated Plan

Aboriginal Heritage Place

Other Recommendations 

 
This place is recommended for inclusion in the Heritage Overlay.
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HERITAGE CITATION REPORT

Name ANZ bank (former)

Address 152-154 Lygon Street BRUNSWICK EAST Significance Level Local

Place Type Shop,Bank

Citation Date 2012

152-154 Lygon Street Brunswick East

Recommended 
Heritage Protection

VHR No HI No PS Yes

History and Historical Context 

 
Locality History



The following locality history is from the Lygon Street Heritage Study Stage 1.



Lygon Street was originally known as Cameron Street and began as an extension of Weston Street up to Brunswick Road 
prior to the 1850s.1 The construction of the street between Brunswick Road and Glenlyon Street paved the way for the 
emergence of an independent village of East Brunswick. By 1870 Cameron Street had been renamed Lygon Street by the 
Melbourne City Council, after Lord Lygon, a renowned British statesman of the nineteenth century (Barnes 1987:74).



Lygon Street had been extended from its modest beginnings in the 1850s to reach all the way to Moreland Road by 1900. 
Extension of the street, as well as its development in general, occurred incrementally, progressing northwards from 
Brunswick Road. The stages of development of the street are in some ways indicated by the three hotels that were 
established there; the Quarry Hotel built prior to 1857, the Lyndhurst Hotel and Coffee Palace on the corner of Albion 
Street, opened in 1890, and the East Brunswick Club Hotel, constructed circa 1894 (Sands & McDougal Municipal 
Directories).
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Early development of Lygon Street predominantly occurred at its southern end. The Quarry Hotel was established prior to 
1857 and named presumably for the numerous quarries in the vicinity that provided much of its clientele. By the 1880s, 
the southern end of Lygon Street was marked by the construction of numerous small shops and residences, as well as the 
Lyndhurst Hotel and Coffee Palace. The neighbourhood at the southern end of Lygon Street, just north of Brunswick 
Road, was increasingly consolidated by the turn of the century. Alongside small residences were a diverse array of small 
shops that serviced the needs of local residents, including greengrocers, dressmakers, bootmakers, pastrycooks and 
manufacturers. A bank, a post office and a register of births and deaths were also there by the early 1900s.



In the meantime, development of the remainder of Lygon Street had been localised and sporadic. Large tracts of land 
remained vacant at its northern end, between Victoria and Edward Streets, and development was less concentrated than 
the southern end of the street. Pockets of development, however, echoed the neighbourhood that had emerged at the 
Brunswick Road end, most notably towards the middle of Lygon Street, between Victoria and Albert streets. Lygon 
Street was extended north of Albion Street around 1900, though concentrated development in this portion of the street 
was slow.



Further expansion occurred in the early years of the twentieth century prior to the First World War, and saw the 
establishment of numerous small shopping precincts at various points along the street. Stages of development were 
apparent in the streetscape, with late nineteenth century building neighbouring early twentieth century and inter-war 
constructions. Small factories began to appear on Lygon Street by the early twentieth century, though much construction 
remained focussed on the provision of local shops for local needs. Retail and shopping premises were marked by the 
frequent turnover of occupants, though there tended to be substantial continuity of use.



Electric tram lines, replacing horse-drawn buses, were installed on Lygon Street in 1916. By the 1920s, the vacant blocks 
of land that remained on Lygon Street began to be taken over by small and large factories, shops and semi-industrial 
enterprises. Textile and manufacturing factories dominated the previously undeveloped northern end of the street, taking 
advantage of the large blocks of land that had remained vacant until that time. By the 1930s, Lygon Street was a hive of 
manufacturing activity, boasting amongst others the Perfection Knitting Mills, J. S. Grey paper bag manufacturing and 
the Austral Wire Fence and Gate Co. Interestingly, apart from the early residences established at the Brunswick Road end 
of Lygon Street, it was not until the 1930s that further residential accommodation was built. Several blocks of flats, 
notably at 299 and 434 Lygon Street were constructed. The continued lack of residential accommodation on the street 
emphasised its function in the local community as a shopping and manufacturing precinct, where residents of the back 
and side streets were able to service their needs and socialise with their neighbours. The Lygon Picture Theatre was 
established in 1922, which, along with the three hotels, numerous coffee palaces and the established local-shopping 
precincts, consolidated the social role of Lygon Street.



Further development of Lygon Street occurred after the Second World War, consolidating its manufacturing and 
industrial focus. Textile and manufacturing industries established factories on Lygon Street, occupying land where it was 
available, including the Spicer Factory on Brunswick Road.



More recently, Lygon Street has undergone some redevelopment, but retains much of its eclectic character. The 1970s 
saw an exodus of many of the larger textile manufacturers that had occupied large premises on Lygon Street, and some of 
the buildings have found alternative uses. The smaller shopping precincts on Lygon Street continue to be used by local 
residents, and numerous cafes and bars have emerged in recent years



Thematic context



This place is associated with the following theme/s identified by the City of Moreland Thematic History (2010):



THEME 9: Shopping and retailing in Moreland
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Shopping and retailing in Moreland:



Contextual material drawn from City of Moreland Thematic History:



Shopping is a necessary part of the daily life of a community and shops give their customers a sense of continuity and 
tradition. They are a very visual attribute of Moreland's streetscapes, particularly the major thoroughfares of Sydney 
Road and Lygon Street. The municipality has a proud and colourful retail heritage that spans from the earliest days of 
settlement - from small stores to specialist shops, banks, markets, emporiums, and shopping malls and plazas. All of these 
retail outlets have grown to meet and create shoppers' needs and are a significant part of Moreland's history and heritage, 
lending character and distinctiveness to its streets.



Place history:



This building is a former ANZ bank, notable for its striking Modernist design. The bank shares notable similarities in 
certain design features with a bank built the year before, by the E.S.&A. Bank in Bourke Street (now demolished). 
The E.S.&A. Bank was notable for its Modernist architecture, particularly employed by its architects Stuart 
McIntosh (Goad 2012: 63, 443) and Geoffrey Danne (Built Heritage 2011). Circumstantial evidence, including its design, 
suggests that the bank at 152 Lygon Street was designed by one of these architects, most likely Danne, whose trademark 
style included the 'checker board' design element. Danne (1920-1985) joined the firm Stepehenson and Turner in the 
second half of the 1950s, and it is possible that it he could have designed the ANZ Bank around this time, following his 
association with McIntosh and the E.S.& A. Bank (Reeves pers. com. 2012). Precise documentary evidence as to the 
architect has not been established to date, but Danne or a similarly inspired local Modernist is suggested by its design and 
date.



'Innovative, or even great, modernism was not a hallmark of bank architecture in the mid to late 20th century in 
Australia (with perhaps the exception of ES&A staff architect Stuart McIntosh), when each bank strove to construct 
giant head offices, replete with a grand banking chamber, boardroom and management suite, and intermediate floors of 
offices to let.' (Goad 2012:63)



The Australia and New Zealand Bank was formed in 1951 through the merger of the Bank of Australasia (est.1835) and 
the Union Bank of Australia (est.1837). In 1970 this expanded with the acquisition of the E.S.&A. Bank. The former 
bank at 152 Lygon Street is representative of the period of rapid expansion following the 1951 merger and the creation of 
the ANZ Bank, now one of the 'big four' of the Australian banking industry. During the 1950s, ANZ general manager 
C.R. Darvall, argued 'that extension of the branch network was on of the keys to increasing deposits' (Merrett 1985:167). 
Between October 1951 and September 1960, over 109 ANZ branches opened around Australia as a result of this policy, 
accounting for more than the total increase in deposits (Merrett 1985:167). The former bank at 152 Lygon Street is 
among the local branches constructed in this period, associated with the history of the ANZ Bank and its expansion into 
the local area and other small localities around the country. Prior to the construction of the bank, 152 Lygon Street was 
listed in the rate books as a residence of Mrs Annie Smith in 1945 (Municipal Directories, Context 2008).



As a former bank servicing the local community, the building at 152 Lygon Street is associated with Theme 9 'Shopping 
and Retailing in Moreland' identified in the City of Moreland Thematic History (2009).



Sources



Barnes, Les, The Street Names of Brunswick, Brunswick Public Library, 1987.



Gould, Philip, & Willis, Julie, Encyclopaedia of Australian Architecture, Cambridge University Press, New York, 
2012.
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Merrett, David Tolmie, ANZ Bank: a history of Australia and New Zealand Banking Group and its constituents, Allen 
& Unwin, Sydney, 1985.



Reeves, Simon, 'Dictionary of Unsung Architects', Built Heritage Pty Ltd, Melbourne, 2011.



Sands & McDougal Municipal Directories.

Description 

 
Physical Description 

 
The former ANZ bank is situated on the south-east corner of O'Connell Street and Lygon Street,and has been designed to 
address its corner location with fenestration to the side street and the main entry to Lygon Street. The bank is a modernist 
design with flat roof utilizing a variety of ceiling heights to create a three dimensional composition. The entry area is a 
raised and folded 'box' concrete roof with overhanging eaves. This has been clad in squares of metal to form a 
checkerboard grid pattern, a feature that appears in the work of architect Geoffrey Danne's house in Carnsworth Avenue 
Kew (1954). It is this feature and the block-like composition that indicates Danne as the architect for 152-154 Lygon 
Street. 



The folded roof sits on top of a feature wall of random stonework in a variety of colour and this solid wall is contrasted 
against an equal area of glass that is the entry. The shop front window and door has been altered and is now in frameless 
glass. 



Although McIntosh and Danne both designed banks for the E S & A Stuart McIntosh's trademark design is the use 
of horizontal planes often set in glass, and it is unlikely that he was the primary architect for the East Brunswick bank. 



McIntosh and Danne's E S & A bank in Ringwood of 1954 employs the same folded roof design, and it is suggested 
that this bank is also primarily the work of Danne. The rear of the bank includes a small carpark.



The O'Connell Street elevation has a window-wall articulated with mullions and transoms set in a wall of standard cream 
brick and is a less dramatic elevation. The building stands in contrast to its neighbours which are typical nineteenth 
century shops. 


Recommended Management 

 
Conservation Guidelines (General):



Please refer to Local Heritage Policy Cl.22.13 in the Moreland City Council Planning Scheme for the heritage 
management guidelines for this place. 



Conservation Guidelines (Specific):



The following recommendations apply to this place:



- the stone and brick walls should remain unpainted



- reconstruction of an appropraite glass entry shopfront is reccomended, should the opportunity arise. 
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Comparative Analysis 

 
Former E S & A Bank Ringwood (1954) bears stylistic similarities, however this bank has not been located and it 
may have been demolished. 



Modern banks attributed to Stuart McIntosh exist at 115 Durham Road Sunshine, and 37 Lloyd Street Moe which is on 
the Heritage Overlay (HERMES 119867). The most accomplished designs for the E S & A bank branches are at 
1284-1286 High Street Malvern (VHR1961) and 17 London Circle Canberra which is on the ACT Register of Significant 
Twentieth Century Architecture. 



Danne later joined the State Savings Bank as architect, later rising to Chief Architect in the 1970s. There are stylistic 
similarities of the East Brunswick bank with the Commonwealth Bank 200 Commercial Road Morwell which is included 
in the Heritage Overlay for Latrobe City (HERMES 119864). It is a less intact building with the same block fronted 
overhanging entry but a modern rendered finish that lowers its integrity. 



Architects Stuart McIntosh, and to a lesser extent Geoffrey Danne were responsible for a number of significant modern 
banks that have been added to the Heritage Overlay and 152-154 Lygon Street bank is a representative example.

Statement of Significance 

 
What is significant?



The former ANZ bank at 152-154 Lygon Street East Brunswick built c. 1951-1960 is significant. 



How is it significant?



152-154 Lygon Street is of local historical and architectural significance to the City of Moreland. 



Why is it significant?



The former ANZ bank demonstrates the development and consolidation of Lygon Street in the post-war era that brought 
an expansion of manufacturing and industry to the area. The bank demonstrates the suburban expansion of the ANZ 
banking corporation as a result of mergers of the Bank of Australasia, the Union Bank of Australia and the E S & A 
Bank in 1951. It was one of 109 branches opened Australia-wide between 1951-1960, making the ANZ into one of the 
big four banks in Australia. (Criterion A)



Architecturally the bank is significant as an example of the innovative design undertaken by the ANZ banking 
corporation, and its predecessor, the E S & A Bank who employed architects Stuart McIntosh and Geoffrey Danne 
as in-house designers. It is architecturally significant as a representative work attributed to Geoffrey Danne whose 
trademark feature of the checkerboard cladding was successfully employed in a house in Kew. It is significant as a bold 
modernist composition on a prominent corner site and is notable for its entry roof of folded concrete clad in metal panel, 
its rubble stone feature wall and its window-wall to the O'Connell Street elevation. (Criterion E)

Assessment Against Criteria 

 
This place was assessed in accordance with the processes and guidelines outlined in the Australia ICOMOS Charter for 
Places of Cultural Heritage Significance (The Burra Charter) 1999, using the Hercon criteria. 
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Recommendations 2012 

 

Yes

No

No 

No 

No

-

-

External Paint Controls

Internal Alteration Controls

Tree Controls

Fences & Outbuildings

Prohibited Uses May Be Permitted

Incorporated Plan

Aboriginal Heritage Place

Other Recommendations 

 
This place is recommended for inclusion in the Heritage Overlay.
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Name Roseley Hosiery Mill (former)

Address 170-176 Lygon Street BRUNSWICK EAST Significance Level Local

Place Type Factory/ Plant

Citation Date 2012

170-174 Lygon Street, Brunswick East

Recommended 
Heritage Protection

VHR No HI No PS Yes

Designer / Architect Reed, Leslie Architectural Style Interwar Period (c.1919-c.1940) 
Moderne

History and Historical Context 

 
Locality history



The following locality history is taken from the Lygon Street Heritage Study Stage 1.



Lygon Street was originally known as Cameron Street and began as an extension of Weston Street up to Brunswick Road 
prior to the 1850s.1 The construction of the street between Brunswick Road and Glenlyon Street paved the way for the 
emergence of an independent village of East Brunswick. By 1870 Cameron Street had been renamed Lygon Street by the 
Melbourne City Council, after Lord Lygon, a renowned British statesman of the nineteenth century (Barnes 1987:74).



Lygon Street had been extended from its modest beginnings in the 1850s to reach all the way to Moreland Road by 1900. 
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Extension of the street, as well as its development in general, occurred incrementally, progressing northwards from 
Brunswick Road. The stages of development of the street are in some ways indicated by the three hotels that were 
established there; the Quarry Hotel built prior to 1857, the Lyndhurst Hotel and Coffee Palace on the corner of Albion 
Street, opened in 1890, and the East Brunswick Club Hotel, constructed circa 1894 (Sands & McDougal Municipal 
Directories).



Early development of Lygon Street predominantly occurred at its southern end. The Quarry Hotel was established prior to 
1857 and named presumably for the numerous quarries in the vicinity that provided much of its clientele. By the 1880s, 
the southern end of Lygon Street was marked by the construction of numerous small shops and residences, as well as the 
Lyndhurst Hotel and Coffee Palace. The neighbourhood at the southern end of Lygon Street, just north of Brunswick 
Road, was increasingly consolidated by the turn of the century. Alongside small residences were a diverse array of small 
shops that serviced the needs of local residents, including greengrocers, dressmakers, bootmakers, pastrycooks and 
manufacturers. A bank, a post office and a register of births and deaths were also there by the early 1900s.



In the meantime, development of the remainder of Lygon Street had been localised and sporadic. Large tracts of land 
remained vacant at its northern end, between Victoria and Edward Streets, and development was less concentrated than 
the southern end of the street. Pockets of development, however, echoed the neighbourhood that had emerged at the 
Brunswick Road end, most notably towards the middle of Lygon Street, between Victoria and Albert streets. Lygon 
Street was extended north of Albion Street around 1900, though concentrated development in this portion of the street 
was slow.



Further expansion occurred in the early years of the twentieth century prior to the First World War, and saw the 
establishment of numerous small shopping precincts at various points along the street. Stages of development were 
apparent in the streetscape, with late nineteenth century building neighbouring early twentieth century and inter-war 
constructions. Small factories began to appear on Lygon Street by the early twentieth century, though much construction 
remained focussed on the provision of local shops for local needs. Retail and shopping premises were marked by the 
frequent turnover of occupants, though there tended to be substantial continuity of use.



Electric tram lines, replacing horse-drawn buses, were installed on Lygon Street in 1916. By the 1920s, the vacant blocks 
of land that remained on Lygon Street began to be taken over by small and large factories, shops and semi-industrial 
enterprises. Textile and manufacturing factories dominated the previously undeveloped northern end of the street, taking 
advantage of the large blocks of land that had remained vacant until that time. By the 1930s, Lygon Street was a hive of 
manufacturing activity, boasting amongst others the Perfection Knitting Mills, J. S. Grey paper bag manufacturing and 
the Austral Wire Fence and Gate Co. Interestingly, apart from the early residences established at the Brunswick Road end 
of Lygon Street, it was not until the 1930s that further residential accommodation was built. Several blocks of flats, 
notably at 299 and 434 Lygon Street were constructed. The continued lack of residential accommodation on the street 
emphasised its function in the local community as a shopping and manufacturing precinct, where residents of the back 
and side streets were able to service their needs and socialise with their neighbours. The Lygon Picture Theatre was 
established in 1922, which, along with the three hotels, numerous coffee palaces and the established local-shopping 
precincts, consolidated the social role of Lygon Street.



Further development of Lygon Street occurred after the Second World War, consolidating its manufacturing and 
industrial focus. Textile and manufacturing industries established factories on Lygon Street, occupying land where it was 
available, including the Spicer Factory on Brunswick Road.



More recently, Lygon Street has undergone some redevelopment, but retains much of its eclectic character. The 1970s 
saw an exodus of many of the larger textile manufacturers that had occupied large premises on Lygon Street, and some of 
the buildings have found alternative uses. The smaller shopping precincts on Lygon Street continue to be used by local 
residents, and numerous cafes and bars have emerged in recent years.
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Textile manufacturing in Moreland



The following history of textile manufacturing in Moreland is drawn from the City of Moreland Thematic History.



In the latter half of the 1920s, 'the pride of the suburb's industry was to be in the burgeoning hosiery and textile sector', 
with thousands of local residents depending on it for their livelihood (Brunswick and Coburg Gazette, 25 January 1929). 
Textile industries were not new in the suburb; firms such as the Henderson Shirt Factory in Brunswick Road, the Lattner 
Hat Factory at 20 Dawson Street (now occupied by the Victoria Police Road Safety Task Force), Stephens & Co. 
clothing factory in Grey Street and Hodgson Street, H.H. Mann (Peerless) Silk Mills in Manallak Street, the Lane Shirt 
Factory in Union Street, and the Olsen Clothing Factory in Victoria Street were just some of the firms operating from the 
late nineteenth century and early years of the twentieth century (Vines & Churchward:128). The new mills and 
manufactories, however, were modern, employing both women and men, and they introduced work practices and 
management strategies that were designed to improve productivity and output, and some also provided welfare-capitalist 
conditions, offering workers a canteen, clinic and social activities. Miller's Rope Works were possibly the first firm to 
have a canteen for their workers. Former textile worker, Anne Shepherd, who contributed to the local history publication, 
Brunswick: One History Many Voices, recalled that 'good, hot meals were available at very reasonable prices [and] the 
canteen was used after working hours for badminton and dances'.



By the end of the 1930s Brunswick and Coburg had become the centre of the Australian hosiery industry and the district 
maintained this position for over thirty years.



  



Thematic context



This precinct is associated with the following theme/s identified by the City of Moreland Thematic History (2010):



THEME 8: Building Moreland's industry and workforce



8.4 Textile manufacturing.





Place history



170-176 Lygon Street (identified in Vines and Churchwood 1992 as 162 Lygon Street). The building wasconstructed in 
1931as a textile factory specialising in hosiery. Originally the Roseley Hosiery, from 1931 through 1949, the building 
was later the home to Blue Bird Hosiery Manufacturers in the 1960s-70s (Municipal Directories; Context 2008). 



The Roseley Hosiery Mill was designed in 1931 by Melbourne architect Leslie J.W. Reed, whose practice 'followed the 
prevailing Moderne tastes of the day' (Simon Reeves, Built Heritage 2011).



The general manager of the mill was Mr. A. S. Rose, whose testimony to the Tariff Board Inquiry of 1934 was reported 
in the Argus:



Producing samples of golf socks of many hues and patterns. Mr. A. S. Rose, general manager of the Roseley Hosiery 
Mills, East Brunswick, declared before the Tariff Board yesterday that the quality of Australian golf socks sold at 10/8 
was at least 50 per cent, higher than that of British socks sold for the same price. He should not even admit, he could, 
that British golf socks sold for 25/ were superior to the Australian.



"Of course, some of the people who play golf will often pay anything for socks," said Mr. Rose.
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The Chairman (Mr. H. McConnghy). Could it be claimed that there is a greater variety in imported lines? It has been 
said at this inquiry that some golfers are terribly chagrined if they go on to the links and find two or three other golfers 
wearing similar patterns!



Mr. Rose.-We can make all the designs made by British manufacturers with our present machinery.



"The British manufacturers should not be allowed to have it all their own way," added Mr. Rose. "They sell us the 
machinery. Surely we should be allowed to make our own socks." (Argus 26 May 1934)



The mill is the largest of a group of Moderne style textile factories along the east side of Lygon Street, and a prime 
example of the textile industry made possible by the trade protection of the textile industry in Australia in the early 
twentieth century. 



On a national level, trade protection through tariffs was a major 'pillar' of the 'Australian Settlement' of the first half of 
the twentieth century in Australia, by which the Commonwealth government subsidised the creation of a local 
manufacturing industry through offering tariff protection to industries who paid approved wages. In the early to mid 
twentieth century, welfare in Australia was effectively delivered through the guarantee of full employment and living 
wages, rather than through direct welfare payments (Kelly 1996). The textile industry thus had great social significance 
as it was through these manufacturing industries that many working class and immigrant Australians were provided with 
employment and integrated into the community. The textile factories are emblematic of this particular and distinctive 
period in Australian economic history when full employment and living wages were the primary goals of national 
economic policy. This period lasted until the mid 1970s, when the Oil Crisis and stagflation undermined economic 
orthodoxy and ushered in a period of economic liberalisation, first of trade through the reduction of tariffs, which 
decimated the Australian textile industry, and later through privatisation and the transition from wage subsidies to more 
direct forms of welfare payments as the principal means of delivering welfare to the socio-economically disadvantaged. 
'A great number of Moreland's long-standing industries shut down, and the links between work and social life, a strong 
aspect of working-class identity, have since faded' (Thematic Environmental History 2009:9).



On a state and local level as well, the Roseley Hosery was among a group of industries that contributed significantly to 
the state's industrial output. From the later 1920s 'the pride of [Brunswick's] industry was the burgeoning hosiery and 
textile sector', with the local Gazette proclaiming that 'the hosiery industry in Brunswick is a success [upon which] 
thousands of residents depend for their livelihood' (Penrose 1994:127; Thematic Environmental History 2009:91-2). 
Vines and Churchward (1992:75) estimated that in 1930, Brunswick contained 28% (63) of the total textile and clothing 
factories in Victoria. Of the surviving pre-1931 factories in 1992, 45% (18) of these were located in Brunswick. The 
number of textile factories in Brunswick rose from 15 in 1900 to 63 in 1930. Of these, 12 were located in East Brunswick 
(Vines & Churchward 1992:72).



The social significance of such industries was testified to by their prominence in community organisation and social 
functions, such as the annual Christmas breakup parties such as that reported in 1945 by Laidlaw and Sons, 
manufacturers of 'Yakka' overalls at 260 Lygon Street (Penrose 1994:129) where their 'spacious and well lit' factory 
'with its modern machinery and unique facilities for employees had provided unsurpassed comforts and facilities'. 
Women in particular were often grateful that these 'large mills [were] a welcome relief [from the smaller sweatshops] and 
offered companionship with other women, and paid award wages' (Penrose 1994:130).



Vines & Churchward, Northern Suburbs Factory Study (1992:74) place the local textile industry in its municipal as 
well as broader context :



The clothing industry commenced in Brunswick in the 1890s as an extension of the tailoring and millinery workshops 
which were commonplace in all suburbs and country towns. [.]
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The clothing factories appear to have a separate origins form the twentieth century textile firms which came into being in 
the 1920s and '30s as a direct consequence of the activities of the Lincoln Mills in Coburg. Lincoln produced vast 
quantities of spun yarn, which it supplied to the trade, and actively encouraged local knitting, hosiery and weaving mills. 
The largest concentration of these were in Lygon Street, particularly from the 1930s, and between Sydney Rd. and the 
Upfield railway line, both sies providing convenient transport and communication for both producsts and workers. Red 
Robin in Lygon Street made a niche for itself by concentrating on the hosiery trade, while the Peerless Silk mills 
concentrate don high quality, luxury fabrics, including the artificial silk fibre, Rayon.



The textile industry was thus very much contained and sourced within Moreland - a genuinely local industry producing 
for sale around Australia. 
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Description 

 
Physical Description 

 
The former Roseley Hosiery Mill at 170-174 Lygon Street, Brunswick East, is a two-storey industrial building built in 
1931 sited on the corner of Lygon Street and Glenlyon Road. It has brick walls, which are rendered to the front half, and 
a low gabled hip roof which is hidden by a parapet to the two street elevations. The formal dominance of the front section 
(facing Lygon Street) is indicated by its slightly higher parapet and greater width of this part of the building (along the 
Glenlyon Street elevation). The more formal rendered finish to this part of the building may also be a part of this 
differentiation (if it was rendered originally).



The Lygon Street facade, which is five bays long, is distinguished by decorative fins overshooting the parapet which 
mark the off-centre entrance. This vertical feature is paired with horizontal bands between the ground and first floors. 
This is an early example of what would become a typical Moderne style design approach - the balancing of an off-centre 
vertical with a horizontal emphasis. Other examples include Coburg High School of 1938 (HO204, now demolished), the 
former SEC Substation, Gaffney Street, Coburg, of 1936 (recommended for HO), and, further afield, Mitchell House in 
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Melbourne of 1936 (VHR H2232). Windows are large, to permit light onto the manufacturing floor, and are somewhat 
horizontal in format on the Lygon Street elevation.



The rear, utilitarian part of the former hosiery mill is clad in red brick. Windows facing Glenlyon Street are more vertical 
in format, and the brick section retains nine-pane steel windows (both to Glenlyon Street and the rear elevation).



Alterations include the removal of the steel windows to the front, rendered section of the building, and its coating in a 
modern, textured finish. Note that this was most likely applied to original smooth render. 


Recommended Management 

 
Conservation Guidelines (General):



Please refer to Local Heritage Policy Cl.22.13 in the Moreland City Council Planning Scheme for the heritage 
management guidelines for this place. 


Comparative Analysis 

 
The former Roseley Hosiery Mill is one of the earliest Moderne building to be built in the City of Moreland, and one of 
the largest in scale. Other Moderne factory buildings along Lygon Street include two recommended for protection in a 
heritage precinct as part of this study: 236 and 260 Lygon Street. 236 Lygon Street, constructed c1931, is a smaller two-
storey factory building which is three bays wide. Above the entrance to one side is a delicate rendition of fins executed in 
raised render lines, which can be considered a forerunner of the fully expressed fins above the Roseley Mill's entrance. 
The building has a similar level of intactness to Roseley, with the lower floor steel windows replaced, and the upper floor 
recently rendered. The former G Burgin Factory, 260 Lygon Street, of c1937 is another two-storey, three bay building of 
red and tapestry brick. It has off-centre fins marking the entrance, which are similar to those at Roseley, but not as bold in 
form. No 260 has a similar level of intactness, with the ground-floor bricks overpainted and ground-floor steel windows 
replaced. In comparison with these two, the full-fledged decorative fins are first seen at the former Roseley Factory 
notably earlier than at 260 Lygon Street, and it also includes the juxtaposition of fins balanced by horizontal bands across 
the facade.



Roseley is also markedly early among the other Moderne buildings in the City of Moreland. The former SEC Substation, 
Gaffney Street, Coburg (recommended for HO), was built in 1936, and the Moderne wing of Coburg High School 
(HO204) dates to 1938.

Statement of Significance 

 
What is significant?

The former Roseley Hosiery Mill at 170-174 Lygon Street, Brunswick East, designed by Melbourne architect Leslie J.W. 
Reed, to the extent of its 1931 fabric. The former mill is a two-storey brick building, partly rendered, on the corner of 
Lygon Street and Glenlyon Road. The front half, which is six bays wide, is rendered and the rear half retains red face 
brick and nine-pane steel windows. The Lygon Street facade combines horizontal rendered bands and vertical fins 
marking the entrance, in a skilful Moderne-style composition.



How is it significant?

The former Roseley Hosiery Mill is of local architectural and historical significance to the City of Moreland.



Why is it significant?
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Architecturally, as a representative example of the Moderne style applied to an industrial building, and one whose facade 
skilfully balance vertical and horizontal elements. It is also one of the earliest examples of this style to be identified in the 
City of Moreland; an example which proved influential in the use of this style for other industrial buildings on Lygon 
Street. (Criteria D & B)



Historically, as the largest in a group of Moderne style textile factories along the east side of Lygon Street, and a prime 
example of the textile industry made possible by the trade protection of the textile industry in Australia in the early 
twentieth century. It also illustrates the former mixed-use character of Brunswick, which mixed working-class housing 
with the places of work of their residents. (Criterion A)

Assessment Against Criteria 

 
This place was assessed in accordance with the processes and guidelines outlined in the Australia ICOMOS Charter for 
Places of Cultural Heritage Significance (The Burra Charter) 1999, using the Hercon criteria. 


Recommendations 2012 

 

No

No

No 

No 

No

-

-

External Paint Controls

Internal Alteration Controls

Tree Controls

Fences & Outbuildings

Prohibited Uses May Be Permitted

Incorporated Plan

Aboriginal Heritage Place

Other Recommendations 

 
This place is recommended for inclusion in the Heritage Overlay.
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